
Tools Needed For Installation

WP-RZO + 2
POLARIS RZR OVERHEAD 2 SPEAKER ADD ON 

Drill with Drill bits
Phillips Head Screwdriver

Wire Crimpers / Strippers
Thread locker

1) From the underside of the cage, place the enclosure up into the rear cage area.
2) While holding the enclosure in place, put one of the brackets on top of the enclosure and using the 
screws provided. Screw into the threaded insert on the enclosure. Do not over tighten the screws. (it is 
recommended to use Loc-Tight or another type of thread locker to prevent the screws from 
loosening)
3) Repeat for the second bracket
4) This is an optional step that can be done if you desire, Using a drill and drill bit, pre drill the holes for the 
screws to mount the brackets to the cage, Once the holes are pre drilled, screw the provided screws into 
the holes you just drilled to secure the enclosure in place.
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5) If using with the SSV Works overhead audio system (WP-RZO), you are now ready to plug the rear 

speakers into the speaker plug for the front main unit, plug the 2 plugs together and zip tie the wire loom 

securely to the cage.

6) If you are not using the SSV Works overhead audio system (WP-RZO), you will need to extend and 

splice your own speaker wires and route to your source unit or amplifier, Wiring diagram is as follows:

Right Rear + (Purple)

Right Rear - (Purple / Black Stripe)

Left Rear + (Green)

Left Rear - (Green / Black Stripe)
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Contents: 
1 – RZO+2 Enclosure
2 - 3mm Brackets
8 - M6 x 1.0  Stainless Machine screws
8 – Stainless washers
4 - #6 x ¾” Pan Head Sheet Metal screws


